2005 dodge grand caravan sliding door wiring harness

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. You might have a bad wiring harness. We have in stock from Mopar a direct
replacement sliding door wiring harness. This harness is complete with new connectors and
wiring track; this harness is ready for install. Give yourself that peace of mind and use only
genuine Mopar products. Again thank you for your purchase! Skip to main content. Consider
these available items. Dorman - Techoice Door Harness with Connectors Currently unavailable.
We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: Mopar. This fits your.
Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Dorman - Techoice Door Harness with Connectors. Next page. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. More to consider from our brands. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
Translate all reviews to English. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. One person found this helpful. Arrived on time. My slide door
now works fine! Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Translate review to English. Part
worked for about a month before it just stopped working. No emails were ever answered by the
seller. Overpriced piece of junk, thanks for ripping me off. The part worked as it should have.
The vendor was great and I am very satisfied. Instructions for installation on youtube made it a
snap. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This sliding door
motor harness is designed to match the fit and function of the original harness on specified
applications. Made of quality materials, it is engineered for reliable performance and durability.
Dorman is a leading auto parts manufacturer founded in the United States and headquartered in
Colmar, Pennsylvania. Our story began with the first mass market automobile. We were one of
the first companies to deliver replacement products for the automotive aftermarket, and we
remain at the forefront today. We give repair professionals and vehicle owners greater freedom
to fix cars and trucks by focusing on solutions that save time and money and increase
convenience and reliability. Our team is constantly looking for problems to solve and turning
them into new product ideas. We offer an always-evolving catalog of parts, covering both light
duty and heavy duty vehicles, from chassis to body, from underhood to undercar, and from
hardware to complex electronics. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason
in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest
delivery: Tuesday, March 2 Order within 8 hrs and 6 mins Details. Only 1 left in stock more on
the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at
Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Dorman Passenger Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the
Dorman Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon.
FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Dorman - Techoice Door Harness with Connectors. Next page. What other items
do customers buy after viewing this item? Dorman Wiring Harness Assembly. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? From the manufacturer. Customers who bought this item also bought. See

questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Had to splice in old front plug. Verified
Purchase. Exactly same circumstance as Robert Moga. Also, as Mr. This part for either door
does NOT fit my vehicle The connectors near the driver seat do not even come close to
matching shape or pin count. Also my stock harness has a third connector that this unit does
not have See the picture. I am still looking for a replacement part! I did eventually get this part to
work, by cutting off the front plug wiring, and splicing in the old front plug, and matching up the
wires in new and old harness. Colors do not always match, wiring color codes, so just go by the
position in the rear plug of the original harness. Also, a couple of the wires are thicker, I believe
power the motor, so make sure the thick wires are properly matched up by position. If you find
you are splicing a thick wire to a thinner wire, double-check your wiring. After the old plug was
spliced in and everything connected up and put back together, it worked. So I gave it 2 stars. If
you don't mind splicing the old plug in, you can make this work acceptably. One person found
this helpful. Passenger side sliding door would only work manually. Broken "chain" wiring
harness. The wire on this connector was about 12 inches long. That leads to the 2nd "Doesn't
Fit" review. The plug end on the Dorman is too small because it doesn't have pins for the 2 extra
wires that were on my factory original. I then took my orig OEM broken harness to the local
Chrysler dealer and, using the orig part number still on the harness they ordered me a
replacement which was of course out of stock. So my advise is DON'T rely on the "this part fits
your vehicle" tag on the website. Unlike the OEM part it does not have a plastic piece that
guides the wires around the "closing arm", which does not seem to be real important, but I
added a wrap of electrical tape to hold the cable firm. Instead of insulate wires running through
the plastic guide, Dorman puts the insulated wires inside a corrugated plastic wrap. The push
anchors that hold the assembly to the frame are supplied attached to a wire tie, again not real
important, but they are not part of the assembly like the OEM unit. I'll have to see if it lasts
several years, and if so it will be worth the shortcomings. Images in this review. This wire is
normally the wire that breaks in these wire bundles. Great price too. In my opinion, Dorman built
this harness better than Mopar did. The local dealership, nor local mechanic could figure out
what was wrong with our door except that the motor may have gone up That did not seem right
to me because when the doors are opened, or one of the buttons is pushed, the blinkers blink
on the side of the vehicle in the door is being opened. After reading a ton of reviews on tech
sites, and forums, I was sure that it had to be the wire harness.. We bought ours off of Amazon it took me less than 45 minutes to remove the old harness, and install the new. Other reviews
speak of bad clips, or ties I found that these clips and ties are easy to install And I personally
believe that they will do better than the factory clips due to the wires being perfectly snug to the
door. The only downfall with this product is that it doesn't come with instructions. It's pretty
simple to install, just follow the wires. You'll only need a Phillips head screw x driver to remove
the two screws at the motor gear which is located at the bottom of the door. Be sure to remove
each clip that is attached to the harness in which you are removing new harness comes with
these replacements. The rest should be self explanatory. Anyway, I hope this helps those of you
who are playing the "What Now". Best of luck! See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Satisfactory overall. Door works great now but I am concerned whether or not these
clips will hold when it gets really cold in the winter. Report abuse. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: chrysler town country , dodge chrysler parts , chrysler parts
direct , chrysler town and country , chrysler town and country parts , chrysler town and country
parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Original Auto Parts Xpress. Auto Parts Direct To You. This
item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to
main content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if

this item will be back in stock. Brand: Mopar. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Dorman - Techoice Door Harness
with Connectors. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. It did not fit my Grand Caravan as it was advertised to. I sent it back. Mopar no longer
supports the Grand Caravan and I was told by the dealership that I can't get a new replacement
part for the door cable. Very dissatisfied with Mopar for not having what is needed when this is
obviously a design flaw with the vehicle. Worked great and easy to install. Watch the youtube
and you'll know how. Do it yourself in an hour for just the part. Make sure you specify if side air
bags Works great. Make sure you specify if side air bags or not. See all re
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views. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: chrysler town country.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Original Auto Parts Xpress. Advance Ignition.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

